A New urban
generation

Solutions for the
only city that matters.
Yours.
Your operation is an important part of the urban eco-system enabling the everyday
life of thousands of people. As cities grow bigger, so does the urge for smart transport
solutions. Luckily, being smart is kind of our thing.
While some operations are defined by what they carry, we know that you must be one with
your surroundings. Just as your business is unique, so too is the city you operate in. That is
why we tailor solutions to meet the needs of our customers. Optimising them to meet
the emission requirements of Paris, the safety restrictions of London or simply to avoid
the traffic and congestion on the narrow streets of Rome.
With products such as the new L-series, the urban P-series and the Scania CrewCab,
the 7-litre diesel engine and the 9- and 13-litre gas engines, the new urban vehicle
generation is sure to master any mission.
Ultimately, it is built for the only business that matters. Yours.
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Meet the
urban range
The time has finally come for our new generation trucks and services
entirely dedicated to taking on the challenges of urban operations.
With new products such as the L, P- and G-series, the Scania CrewCab
and the 7-litre engine, the updated 9-litre and the new 13-litre gas
engine, this generation is the true metropolitan of our family.
No matter if you are putting out a fire, collecting waste or distributing
goods, we stand ready to tailor a solution suitable for your needs.
Cutting unnecessary workshop hours and securing safety and
environmental standards, creating value far beyond the initial price
tag along the way.
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The tailored
solution
In terms of finding the perfect fit, our well-known modular system and
smart services have always been our biggest assets. Combining strength
with smartness is simply our way of doing business. That is how you get
to be the one setting new urban standards, instead of settling for them.

Optimised Performance
Our modular system turns every part of your
vehicle into an optimised one. It enables us
to make balanced decisions all the way,
fine-tuning the smallest details in order
to make the biggest impact on your total
operating economy. It enables us to cut
kilos from your vehicle, adding them to
your payload instead. It gives us the
opportunity to choose the right engine,
and the fuel to run it, lowering both your
fuel costs and environmental impact.
Kind of a win-win situation.
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The Smart Services
Although the technical specifications
matter, the result of those specifications
will be even better when combined with
smart services. With our connected
services, you can be sure to always
stay one step ahead. Not to mention
our maintenance contracts with flexible
plans, which set a new industry standard
using real-time operational data from
your vehicle to adjust service intervals
specifically for your needs.
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New truck range and safety features

Safe and sound
in London
When operating in a large city like London, you can be sure to have company
on the road. Not only in the form of other vehicles, but also vulnerable cyclists
and pedestrians. This makes safety a top priority when you are looking for a
new vehicle. With its outstanding visibility and improved braking performance,
our new urban range is more than up to the job.
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New truck range and safety features

The City Safe Window
Located low down in the passenger door,
the heated City Safe Window will
considerably improve the driver’s direct
vision, offering a clear view of what’s
going on alongside the vehicle. Available
for the P- and L-series, it provides
outstanding direct visibility, reducing
the risk of damage and accidents while
enabling more efficient driving without
compromising safety.
Visibility
Designed for urban operations, our new cab
range offers great visibility. The lowered
dashboard, improved driver’s position and
low window sills give the driver outstanding
direct visibility. As do the maximised
windshields and compact mirror housings.

L-series
Our new L-series cab puts you on the same
level as the other vehicles travelling the
city streets. This compact yet spacious
cab sits low and far forward on the chassis
with the engine tunnel out of the way,
enabling outstanding cross-cab access
and visibility. With its lower entry it is
designed to minimise strain on your
drivers’ knees and arms too.
Camera System
When operating in urban environments,
anything that helps reduce blind spots
to boost safety is good news. The front,
rear, and corner eye camera system will
provide your driver with a set of extra eyes.
Adding a supplementary camera from
the Scania Vehicle Accessories range will
enhance visibility even further, providing
you with a 360-degree view.

Brake Performance
We take great pride in making your vehicle
as smart and safe as possible. Take the
Electric Parking Brake for example, which
offers automatic braking when opening
the cab door.
Scania Driver Training – Focus on Safety
The driver is one of the most important
safety assets in the urban operation.
Training drivers to carry out the mission
in the safest way is therefore a good
investment. At Scania, we offer a series
of driver training programmes with
different focus areas, safety being one
of them.

New truck range and safety features
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Market-leading handling and steering

Master the
BUSTLING streets
of Rome
While some operators have the luxury of spacious
roads, you battle the challenge of the narrow
streets and crowded city centre in Rome. Your job
sets high demands on manoeuvrability as well as
planning in order to avoid traffic and congestion.
With Scania you get the advantages of a vehicle
tailored for its task, as well as smart services that
support your driver.
Fleet Management System
In a crowded city, connectivity will take
you far. The Scania Fleet Management
Systems will guide your drivers on their
way, enabling instant messaging through
their infotainment systems. Alter their route
to avoid congestion, and send information
about the road ahead to keep your wheels
turning even on the busiest of streets.
Handling and Steering
Ultimately, your drivers are your most
important assets in terms of safety.
Supporting them with class-leading
handling and stability is one of our top
priorities. Our new tag axle system offers
a number of advantages, such as the
EST, Electro-hydraulic power Steered
Tag Axle, which enables tighter turning
and less tyre wear when manoeuvring.

Scania Driver Training – Focus on
Urban Driving
Operating in urban surroundings imposes
high demands on drivers. In order to
support them, Scania now offers modularbased Scania Driver Training, tailored to
meet the demands and challenges facing
the urban driver – such as manoeuvring
in narrow streets and avoiding traffic and
congestion. There is also the additional
option of local adjustments to meet the
demands of a specific city.
Extend Operational Hours
A gas engine will considerably reduce
noise levels. A most welcome benefit for
any operators wishing to extend their
operating hours and undertake night
deliveries in order to avoid the city
streets when they are most crowded.

Scania Opticruise
The new and improved Scania Opticruise
will not only relieve your driver of all gearchanging while driving, it will save fuel
while doing so. The new gear-changing
strategy is designed to continually adapt
to the environment by taking into account
factors such as road gradient and engine
characteristics.
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Market-leading handling and steering

Market-leading handling and steering
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Total operating economy

Boost your
numbers in
Berlin
Even if the streets are a bit more spacious in
Berlin there is still a lot you can do to increase
your productivity. Take on a bigger payload by
weight-optimising your vehicle. Get an overview
of your fleet, and manage it with the help of
connected services. At Scania, we are all about
smart solutions that take your business to the
next level.
New 7-litre Engine
This launch is big news for our engine
range as we welcome a new member to
our family – the 7-litre engine. This sixcylinder engine available with 220, 250
and 280 hp is sure to cut both your fuel
consumption and the weight of your
vehicle. All while reducing both noise
levels and vibrations. Most welcome
news in the game of urban operations.
Maintenance with Flexible Plans
Every truck is used differently, which is why
they should all be serviced individually.
Our new standard for maintenance contracts
uses vehicle data from the communicator
to analyse when a service is needed and
exactly what needs servicing. This way
we are able to be proactive with regard to
planning and administration, and you get
to focus on what actually matters – your
business and transport operation.
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Total operating economy

Fleet Care – Uptime Guarantee
With Scania Fleet Care you can focus on
your core business, leaving the rest to a
personal Fleet Manager who plans all
service and maintenance of your fleet.
The number of unplanned stops is cut to
a minimum and the planned stops will be
scheduled according to your personal needs.
With the new optional Uptime guarantee
covering all maintenance and repairs,
planned and unplanned, any deviation from
the agreed hours will be compensated.

Total operating economy
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The sustainable offer

Starting
on a clean
slate in Paris
With the temperature rising globally, we must keep our heads cool.
That is why we are proud to offer the widest range of solutions for
alternative fuels in the industry, enabling you to handle both local
emissions and particle regulations such as those in Paris. In addition,
the opportunity to tailor your vehicle for its specific task enables us
to fine-tune even the smallest details in order for you to minimise
your environmental impact.
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The sustainable offer

Alternative Fuels
Times are changing, and our cities with
them. Some cities are talking about
banning diesel completely, others are
implementing strict emissions regulations
and restrictions. Our new engine range
offers a series of solutions enabling you to
meet these changing needs. With our engine
family now extended with the 7-litre engine,
the 13-litre gas engine and alternative
fuels such as HVO, biogas and natural gas,
running an environmentally friendly
business has never been easier.
New 13-litre Gas Engine
With sustainability being a top priority in
many cities, we are very proud to present
our new 13-litre, six-cylinder gas engine.
With its 410 hp, it is available for the Gand R-series with the option of either the
Scania Opticruise gearbox or automatic
transmission. Choosing to run on biogas
not only reduces your CO2 emissions by
up to 90%, it cuts your noise emissions
too, enabling longer operating hours.

Updated 9-litre Gas Engine
Our updated 9-litre gas engine, available
with 280 and 340 hp, offers power in a
compact shell. In addition it gives you a
significant weight reduction compared
with the 13-litre engine, enabling you to
add a little extra to your payload without
compromising your performance.
Scania Driver Training – Focus on
Environmental Driving
The driver is one of your most important
assets for cutting fuel consumption and
minimising your environmental impact.
At Scania we offer a series of Driver Training
programmes with different focus areas,
environmental driving being one of them.
Autostop
A powerful engine knows when to keep
quiet. With the autostop function you can
rest assured no energy goes to waste,
with the engine stopping automatically
when the vehicle is not driving. An upside
in terms of both CO2 and noise emissions.

The sustainable offer
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Outstanding working environment

On the roll
in Madrid
Attracting the best drivers is key in order to run a successful
urban operation, regardless of whether you are based in Madrid
or any other city. At Scania, we believe the best way to succeed
is to offer your drivers an outstanding office and the support of
smart services along with it. With major product news for both
cabs and engines, and improvements down to the smallest
details, this new generation is sure to improve both the mood
and the working environment of your drivers.
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Outstanding working environment

Ergonomics
This generation comes with a series of new
features and improvements to support the
driver. Such as the relocated driver position
and lowered dashboard, offering improved
direct visibility as well as a more ergonomic
working position.
The Urban P-series
The new urban P-series cab with its lower
tunnel is a great choice when operating
in dense traffic and needing access for
entry and exit through the passenger
door. The 7-litre engine makes the engine
tunnel a whole 95 mm lower than in a
regular P-series cab, improving cross-cab
access and resulting in a more spacious
interior feel.

Scania CrewCab
The rear doors of the new Scania CrewCab
come with long yellow grab handles on the
inside. They feature several stop notches
and open to a full 85 degrees. Its staircaselike boarding comes with either fixed or
retractable lower step, making for quick
and safe entry and exit. In addition the crew
cab offers a variety of seating and storage
possibilities, separate climate system and
lighting solutions.
Storage Facilities
Working long hours as your drivers do,
they may need to bring along additional
equipment, both personal and work-related.
Either way, our cabs are equipped with
smart storage facilities enabling them to
stock up without the cab feeling cramped.

Additional Passenger Seats
For maximum efficiency some operations
require a small crew on-board. Most regular
cabs don’t offer the option of extra seating,
but our new L-cab series is anything but
regular. Designed with an optional extra
two passenger seats in the middle of the
cab, it allows up to three passengers to
come along comfortably.
Easy Access
Anyone who needs to get in and out of the
cab many times per day will appreciate
an easy climb and a low cab floor. The
new Scania L-series is exceptional in this
respect. It not only provides easy one- or
two-step access, it also features kneeling
as standard on the one-step version. This
is also available as an option on the version
with two steps, meaning the front air
suspension drops by 100 mm as soon as
the driver applies the parking brake.

Outstanding working environment
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Your Tailored Offer

Let’s Get Down
to Business
When tailoring a solution uniquely for you, we need to get to
know your operation. Our way of doing business has always been
characterised by close relationships with our customers.
So let’s meet. Let’s turn your numbers around, cutting costs and
increasing revenues.
Let’s tailor a solution for the only city that matters. Yours.
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Scania CV AB
SE 151 87 Södertälje, Sweden
Telephone +46 8 553 81 000
www.scania.com
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